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ABSTRACT: We have studied the evolution of water hydrogen bonded collective
network dynamics in mixtures of 1,4-dioxane (Dx) as the mole fraction of water
(Xw) increases from 0.005 to 0.54. The inter- and intramolecular vibrations of
water have been observed using terahertz time domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS)
in the frequency range 0.41.4 THz (1347 cm1) and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy in the far-infrared (30650 cm1) and mid-infrared
(30003700 cm1) regions. These results have been correlated with the reactivity
of water in these mixtures as determined by kinetic studies of the solvolysis reaction
of benzoyl chloride (BzCl). Our studies show an onset of intermolecular hydrogen
bonded water network dynamics beyond Xw g 0.1. At the same concentration, we
observe a rapid increase of the rate constant of solvolysis of BzCl in waterDx mixtures. Our results establish a correlation between
the onset of collective hydrogen bonded network with the solvation dynamics and the activity of clustered water.

’ INTRODUCTION
Water plays an important role in many chemical and biological
processes.13 While the structure of most of the liquids is
dominated by repulsive forces, the additional attractive hydrogen
bonding interactions in water lead to its unique properties.4 Water
in hydrophobic environment forming clathrate clusters of 210
water molecules can give rise to properties diﬀerent from those of
bulk water. In general, entropy and van der Waals forces are
thought to play a crucial role.59 The interaction of polar water
molecules with a hydrophobic/hydrophilic surface inﬂuences the
dynamics of water molecules (or small water clusters) in the
vicinity of the surface. Although hydrogen bond dynamics in bulk
water and near hydrophobic molecules have been intensively
studied with many techniques,1012 very little is known about the
co-operativity and microheterogeneity in mixed solvents on a
molecular level.
In this article, we report the study of mixtures of water and
1,4-dioxane (Dx) using terahertz time domain spectroscopy
(THz-TDS) and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. In spite of being a nonionic and nonpolar solvent, Dx can solubilize water from highly diluted to highly concentrated mixtures
and also exposes a substantial number of noninteracting sites
(the hydrophobic segments) to water molecules. Dx molecules
do not self-associate; however, they are capable of forming hydrogen
bonds with water. WaterDx bonds that replace the water
water hydrogen bonds are weaker than the corresponding water
water hydrogen bonds.13 In mixtures with highly diluted concentrations of water, the three-dimensional waterwater hydrogen
bond network is disrupted. Such situation resembles that of isolated

water molecules with fewer interactions to other water molecules.
This provides a unique opportunity to study properties of nearly
isolated water molecules (i.e., those which are not hydrogen
bonded with other water molecules).1417
A considerable number of studies in waterDx mixed systems
have been reported earlier, including thermodynamic parameter
of mixing,13,18,19 IR spectroscopy,2022 NMR relaxation,23,24 time
domain reﬂectometry,25 time-resolved ﬂuorescence spectroscopy,2628 dielectric relaxation,2932 etc. Using dielectric relaxation in the frequency range of 0.110 GHz, Mashimo et al.32
reported the formation of cyclic water structures at high water
concentrations (mole fraction of water Xw > 0.83). However, in
recent studies using a wider range of frequency, Schr€odle et al.30,31
concluded that the cooperative hydrogen bonded network relaxation can be found even at very low water concentrations. Near
infrared (NIR) studies by Choppin et al.21 identiﬁed three
diﬀerent species of water molecules in Dx and proposed that
these form 0, 1, and 2 hydrogen bonds. A very recent femtosecond-resolved (fs-resolved) ﬂuorescence spectroscopic study26
reported very fast dynamics of water molecules in small water
clusters at low Xw, which slows down for higher water concentrations (Xw g 0.2). In the same study, a gradual increase of water
cluster size with increasing Xw was detected using the dynamic
light scattering (DLS) technique.

IR-vibrational spectroscopy is a well-known technique to
investigate the structure and hydrogen bonding of water molecules.3335 Characteristic symmetric and asymmetric OH
stretching bands of water molecules are found in the frequency
range 30003700 cm1.36,37 Further bands of water are found
around 2100 cm1 (coupled bending and librational motions),
1650 cm1 (bending), 600 cm1 (libration), and 200 cm1 (intermolecular hydrogen bond stretching vibrations).3840 The intermolecular vibrational modes at frequencies above 300 cm1 are
attributed to librational (i.e., hindered rotational) motions.41,42
Our recent ab initio simulation study43 identiﬁes the collective
nature and delocalized character of these low frequency modes,
which involve correlated particle motions extending over several
hydration shells: while the prominent peak at 200 cm1 is dominated by the ﬁrst shell dynamics, a concerted particle motion
involving the second hydration shell contributes to the absorption
around 8090 cm1.
The present study focuses on three diﬀerent aspects of the evolution from weakly to strongly bonded water clusters in Dx,
namely, (a) how the structure changes with Xw, (b) how this
change in the structure is related to the water dynamics, and (c) how
these changes in dynamics are correlated with the activity of water.
Initially, we start with a low concentration of water (Xw =
0.005) in order to minimize any intermolecular water interactions. The mole fraction of water is then gradually increased up
to 0.54. The formation of the water network is studied in the farinfrared (FIR) and mid-infrared (MIR) regions using FTIR spectroscopy. The slow and fast water dynamics are investigated by
using dielectric relaxation data obtained from THz-TDS. Activity
of these water molecules is described by measuring the kinetics of
solvolysis of benzoyl chloride (BzCl). Our studies show a systematic change in the dynamics and hydrogen bonding with
variation of Xw. These changes can be directly correlated with a
change in the activity.

’ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Dx (99% or higher purity) and BzCl were purchased from
Sigma Aldrich and were used without further puriﬁcation. Water
Dx mixtures were prepared by dissolving water in Dx. Water concentration is expressed in terms of mole fractions of water (Xw).
For FTIR and THz-TDS measurements, the liquid samples were
placed in a liquid sample cell (model A145, Bruker Optics) with a
Teﬂon spacer placed between two parallel windows. Diamond
windows were used for FTIR measurements in the FIR region,
while z-cut quartz windows were used for MIR-FTIR and THzTDS measurements. Spacers with suitable thicknesses were chosen depending on the absorbance of the samples, which increases
with increasing water concentration. The precise cell thicknesses
were determined by the measurement of etalon fringes using FTIR
spectroscopy. Kinetics measurements were carried out in a quartz
cuvette of 1 cm path length.
FTIR Measurements. FTIR spectra were recorded using a
VERTEX 80v FTIR Spectrometer (Bruker Optics) at 20 ( 0.2 °C
under nitrogen gas flow in the sample compartment. The data
were collected and processed using OPUS software. For spectra
acquisition in the MIR region (30003700 cm1), we used a
built-in MIR source of the spectrometer and an MCT (Mercury
CadmiumTelluride) detector. A cell thickness of 52.6 μm was
used for Xw ranging from 0 to 0.19 and a cell thickness of 28.5 μm
for Xw ranging from 0.26 to 0.54. In the FIR region (30 to 650 cm1),
a mercury-lamp served as an FIR source, a liquid-helium-cooled

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the THz-TDS setup. The femtosecond
laser pulses emitted from the Ti:Sa laser are split into two parts (pump
pulse and probe pulse). The pump pulse propagates via a mechanical
delay line to adjust the time delay between the probe and the pump pulse
and is used to generate THz pulses via a THz emitter. The probe pulse is
used for coherent electro-optical detection of the THz signal.

silicon bolometer was used as a detector. The cell thickness was fixed
to 52.6 μm for all waterDx mixtures and 12.0 μm for pure water.
THz-TDS Measurements. The THz responses of the samples
were obtained using a THz-TD spectrometer (Figure 1). The
continuous-wave laser (Verdi, Coherent) emits laser light at
532 nm and serves as a pump source for the Ti:Sa laser
(KMLabs Inc.), which produces mode-locked laser pulses of 20 fs
(fs) duration with an 80 MHz repetition rate and 500 mW optical
output power. The laser beam is then split into two parts (pump
pulse and probe pulse). The first part (pump pulse) propagates
via a mechanical delay line which allows to adjust to a controlled
time delay (Δt) between pump and probe pulse. The pump pulse
is focused on the THz emitter (Tera-SED, Gigaoptics) for generation of THz pulses. A system of four parabolic mirrors
focuses the THz beam on the sample and afterward on the nonlinear (110)ZnTe crystal. The probe pulse is also focused onto
the ZnTe crystal. The electric field of the THz pulse changes the
optical properties of the nonlinear ZnTe crystal due to Pockel’s
effect. This results in a rotation of the linear polarized fs probe
pulses. The rotation of linear polarization of the fs probe pulse is
proportional to the electric field of the THz beam (ETHz). This
coherent electro-optical detection scheme is very sensitive. By
varying the time delay Δt, we can measure ETHz as a function of
time. To avoid water vapor absorption, the THz setup is enclosed
in a box, which is purged with dry air. All THz-TDS measurements
were carried out under thermal equilibration (humidity at 5.0 (
0.1% and temperature at 20 ( 0.2 °C). Because of high water absorption in the THz frequency range, we varied the cell thicknesses
depending on water concentration (cell thicknesses of 1.54, 1.03,
and 0.21 mm for Xw ranging from 0 to 0.023, 0.034 to 0.19, and
0.26 to 0.54, respectively) to guarantee the penetration of the laser
pulse. Using the measured time-dependent electrical field ETHz(t)
as an input, a fast Fourier transformation was applied to obtain the
frequency-dependent power and phase of the transmitted pulse.
Subsequently, the frequency-dependent absorption coefficient
α(ν) (power attenuation), index of refraction n(ν) (delay of
the THz pulse) as well as the complex dielectric constant ^ε(ν) =
ε0 (ν)  iε00 (ν) were deduced.44
Kinetics of BzCl Solvolysis. The kinetics of the BzCl solvolysis reaction was determined by measuring the temporal change

in the absorbance of BzCl monitored at 288 nm using a Shimadzu
UV-2450 spectrophotometer. The rate of the reaction was calculated using a first order exponential fit of the absorbance data. The
initial BzCl concentration was kept constant at ∼10 μM.

Figure 2. Diﬀerence absorption spectra of waterDx mixtures in the
FIR region with Xw = 0.005, 0.023, 0.045, 0.11, 0.19, 0.32, 0.42, 0.49, and
0.54 (from bottom to top). The spectrum of water (broken line) in an
adjusted scale is shown for comparison. The dotted lines are the
deconvoluted spectra of the water absorption spectrum. The arrow
marks the progressive blue shift of the libration band with increasing
water concentration. The inset shows the relative absorption coeﬃcient
(compared to water) for the two vibrational modes: intermolecular
hydrogen bond stretching (arsing ∼200 cm1 in water) and libration
mode (arising ∼600 cm1 in water).

’ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure. In Figures 2 and 3, we present the FTIR spectra of
waterDx mixtures in the FIR (30650 cm1) and MIR (3000
3700 cm1) regions, respectively. In order to extract structural information, we have calculated the difference between the absorbance spectra of the mixtures and the absorption spectrum of pure
Dx. The absorption of Dx in the FIR and MIR regions is found to
be almost negligible, except for two strong Dx absorption bands in
the FIR region centered at 280 and 610 cm1 (Figures S1 and S2
in the Supporting Information). In the resulting difference absorbance spectra, we smoothed the data between these two high
absorption regions to ensure that they follow a continuous trend
of the spectra before and after these regions. The obtained difference absorbance spectra are attributed solely to the partial
contribution of water in waterDx mixtures.
FIR. The spectrum of pure water in the FIR region shows two
characteristic peaks at ∼200 and ∼600 cm1 (Figure 2). We deconvoluted the observed water spectrum into two separate bands
centered at 200 and 600 cm1. As discussed earlier, the former
one is assigned to the intermolecular hydrogen bond stretching
vibrations, while the latter one to the libration.38,39,45,46 For the
mixed systems at low water concentrations (Xw < 0.1), a maximum absorption is found around 450 cm1, while almost no peak
can be seen at 200 cm1. With an increase in Xw, the libration peak
shows a progressive blue shift, and for Xw = 0.54, the spectrum
resembles that of pure water. In the inset of Figure 2, we plot
the relative absorbance of waterDx mixtures (measured at
the maximum) compared to that of bulk water (measured at
the maximum) in the region of the intermolecular stretching

Figure 3. MIR diﬀerence absorbance spectrum (black solid line) in the OH stretching frequency range of waterDX mixtures with Xw of 0.005
(a), 0.045 (b), 0.19 (c), and 0.49 (c, inset). The spectra in panels a and b are deconvoluted into three diﬀerent spectra centered at 3585, 3505, and
3470 cm1 shown by blue, green, and orange broken lines, respectively. The cyan lines represent the overall ﬁt of the total spectra. The dotted black line
is the curve for pure water absorption drawn in an adjusted scale for comparison. For Xw = 0.19 and 0.49, the spectra are deconvoluted into four diﬀerent
spectra with one more spectrum centered at 3280 cm1 (red broken lines). (d) Fraction of area under the curve for each deconvoluted spectrum
centered at 3585, 3505, 3470, and 3280 cm1.

and libration bands. The libration mode always has a higher
relative absorbance compared to the intermolecular hydrogen
bond stretching vibration.
The obtained FIR spectra can be discussed in the light of the
previously studied wateracetone (AC) or wateracetonitrile
(AN) spectra in this region.47 These previous studies reveal a
progressive blue shift of librational band with increasing water
content in the mixtures. The most pronounced eﬀect for both the
mixed systems was observed in the water diluted region. At 0.1
volume fraction of water, the maximum peak position was shifted
from ∼670 cm1 to 500 cm1.47 The shape and position of the
spectrum depends on the hydrogen bonding character in the solutions.48,49 In a binary aqueous mixture, the number of water
molecules that act as hydrogen bond donors is approximately
independent of the concentration.50 However, the number of
water molecules that serve as hydrogen bond acceptors decreases
rapidly when decreasing the water concentration (Xw e 0.7). Accordingly, more and more water molecules become hydrogen
bond donors to cosolvent molecules in the water diluted region.47
For Xw < 0.2, only a small fraction of water molecules are hydrogen bonded to more than two water molecules. Instead, water molecules bind preferentially with cosolvents, thereby forming less
strong hydrogen bonds.
Our recent simulation study43 revealed that the low frequency
modes correspond to collective particle motions involving more
than a single water layer (i.e., we found a correlation of the particle
motion over more than 7 Å). Within the investigated concentration
range, the relative absorbance (compared to that of pure water) of
the libration mode (at 600 cm1) is found to be higher than the
relative absorbance of the lower frequency mode at 200 cm1
(Figure 2, inset). The mode at 200 cm1 is assigned to the intermolecular collective vibration mode. This band is absent in the
highly diluted (low Xw) region, which is explained by a breakdown
of the hydrogen bonded network. With increasing water concentration (Xw g 0.1) a shoulder starts appearing in this frequency
range, indicating the onset of the hydrogen bond network
dynamics.
MIR. The MIR difference absorption spectra of the waterDx
mixtures in the frequency range of 30003700 cm1 are shown
in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows the difference spectrum for a mixture
with Xw = 0.005 having two distinct peaks, which are blue-shifted
from that of the pure water spectrum (shown in the dotted line,
data taken from ref 38). These spectra are similar to the previously observed spectra for waterDx20 and waterAN51
mixtures. In order to achieve a more quantitative understanding,
we decompose the spectrum into three Gaussian sub-bands centered at 3585, 3505, and 3470 cm1. The deconvoluted spectrum
of pure water shows two bands at 3470 and 3280 cm1, both
having comparable intensity (Figure S3 in the Supporting
Information). The two peaks are assigned to the intramolecular
water OH stretch arising from weak and strong hydrogen bond
conformations, respectively.
For the mixed systems, we assign the peak at 3470 cm1 to an
OH stretch of a water molecule, which is weakly hydrogen bonded to the nearby water molecule. A similar peak has also been
found in the waterAN mixture (∼3450 cm1).16 Nonbonded
OH groups,14,52 which are associated with the peaks between
3600 and 3700 cm1, could not be unambiguously assigned in
the present study. The 3585 and 3505 cm1 peaks are attributed
to vibrational bands of water molecules that share hydrogen bonding with Dx, with weaker OH stretch bonds compared to
waterwater hydrogen bond and red-shifted free OH bonds or

Figure 4. Rate constant (k) of solvolysis of BzCl in waterDx mixtures
at diﬀerent mole fractions of water. The normalized absorbance decay as
a function of time is shown in the inset at diﬀerent Xw of 0.023 (1), 0.045
(2), 0.11 (3), 0.19 (4), 0.32 (5), and 0.54 (6).

dandling bonds.52 The relatively high intensity of the 3585 cm1
band suggests that such weakly bonded water molecules are
highly abounded. As the concentration of water is increased to
0.045, the contribution of the 3470 cm1 band grows with a consequent decrease in the contribution of the other two peaks.
At relatively high water concentrations (Xw g 0.1), the difference spectrum can only be ﬁtted when assuming an additional
band centered at 3280 cm1 (Figure 3c). This band is assigned to
the stretching band of the strong hydrogen bond network of
water molecules, showing the onset of the formation of bulk
water clusters. When further increasing the water concentration
(Xw = 0.49), the diﬀerence spectrum resembles that of bulk water
(Figure 3c, inset), and the major contribution stems from bands
centered at 3470 and 3280 cm1. The spectra of the mixtures
with Xw g 0.1 could be ﬁtted with four components centered at
3585, 3505, 3470, and 3280 cm1, respectively. In Figure 3d, we
plot the partial contribution of each (deﬁned by the corresponding area) as a function of Xw. This plot correlates the relative population of diﬀerent water species present in the mixtures. As
observed from Figure 3d, the contribution of the 3585 cm1 peak
decreases ﬁrst slowly and then rapidly, whereas those of the low
frequency bands, especially the 3470 cm1 band, increases
gradually. Beyond Xw = 0.1, the ﬁrst signature of a strong hydrogen bond appears in the form of a 3280 cm1 band, and its
contribution grows gradually with Xw. Thus, both MIR and FIR
modes of vibration spectroscopy conﬁrm a dramatic change in the
solvent structure dynamics as a function of water concentration.
Activity. Figure 4 depicts the results of the kinetics of the BzCl
solvolysis reaction in waterDx mixtures at different Xw. As
observed from the figure, the reaction is very slow in the low Xw
region (rate constant, k ≈ 106 s1). The reaction rate increases
significantly at Xw g 0.1. The observed rate constants at high Xw
values are in good agreement with previously reported rate
constants observed in similar systems.53 However, these rate
constants are even for high XW values considerably slower than
that in pure water (∼1 s1),5456 indicating poor reactivity of
water in the mixture.
Dynamics. The dielectric spectra of waterDx mixtures are
measured using THz-TDS in the frequency range from 0.4 to 1.4
THz (1347 cm1). The results are displayed in Figures 5 and 6.
Frequency dependent absorption coefficient (α) and refractive
index (n) of representative mixtures are plotted in Figure 5a.

Figure 5. (a) Frequency dependence of refractive index (n) and absorption coeﬃcient (α) of waterDx mixtures at diﬀerent mole fractions of water. (b) Observed and calculated (for ideal mixtures) n and α
for waterDx mixtures as a function of Xw at 1 THz frequency.

As observed from the figure, n(ν) decreases, while α(ν) increases
with frequency. Both α(ν) and n(ν) increase with increasing
water content.
Previous studies with waterAN mixtures yielded an increase
in n(ν) and a decrease in α(ν) with increasing water concentration,60 whereas α(ν) was found to increase with water content
for waterAC and watermethanol mixtures.47 The increase in
α(ν) with water content can easily be explained by taking into
consideration that Dx has a very low α(ν) compared to water in
this frequency range.31 For an ideal mixture, the absorption coeﬃcient and the index of refraction can be calculated using the
following relationship:47
F
Aideal ðνÞ ¼ real
Vi Ai ðνÞ
ð1Þ
Fideal i

∑

where, Ai is the absorption coeﬃcient or index of refraction of the
i-th species, Vi is the volume fraction of the i-th species in the
solution, Freal is the density of the mixture, and Fideal is the density
of the ideal mixture assuming a two component model. The ratio
Freal/Fideal is given here to account for small nonidealities in the
volume upon mixing. We plot the observed α and n at diﬀerent

Figure 6. (a) Real (ε0 ) and imaginary (ε00 ) part of the dielectric constant
of waterDx mixtures at diﬀerent mole fractions of water. The solid
lines represent the double Debye relaxation ﬁtting. (b) Debye relaxation
time constant (τ1) for diﬀerent waterDx mixtures. The inset shows the
related relaxation strength (S1).

Xw values measured at 1 THz frequency in Figure 5b. The results
as predicted, following eq 1 for ideal mixtures, are shown as a
broken line in the same plot for comparison. As can be observed
from the ﬁgure, the attempt to describe the mixtures as ideal
mixtures fails, which indicates a signiﬁcant change in the network
by the addition of the solute. Similar results were also obtained
for waterAN and waterAC mixtures.47,60
One of the most commonly used models to describe dielectric relaxation is the Debye model, which describes the
dynamics in terms of collective, diﬀusive, and reorientational
motions and has extensively been used for pure liquids and
liquid mixtures.2931,47,6163 According to the Debye model,
the dielectric relaxation can be described as:
ε^ðωÞ ¼ ε∞ þ

n

ε ε

j
jþ1
∑
j ¼ 1 1 þ i2πντj

ð2Þ

where, τ is the relaxation time, ν is the frequency, ε1 = εs is the
static dielectric constant, εj are dielectric constants for diﬀerent
relaxation processes, εn+1 = ε∞ is the extrapolated value at
high frequency, and n describes the number of relaxation
processes that have been taken into account. The Debye model

Table 1. Double Debye Relaxation Fitting Parameters for
WaterDx Mixtures at Diﬀerent Compositions
Xw

ε∞

εs

ε2

τ1 (ps)

τ2 (ps)

S1

S2

0.005

2.12

2.24

2.20

0.57

0.09

0.04

0.08

0.009
0.014

2.12
2.12

2.27
2.30

2.21
2.21

0.79
1.01

0.09
0.09

0.06
0.09

0.09
0.10

0.019

2.12

2.34

2.22

1.42

0.10

0.12

0.10

0.023

2.12

2.37

2.22

1.72

0.10

0.15

0.10

0.034

2.13

2.46

2.24

1.83

0.11

0.22

0.11

0.045

2.13

2.54

2.24

1.95

0.11

0.29

0.11

0.066

2.13

2.67

2.26

2.19

0.11

0.41

0.13

0.11

2.13

2.98

2.30

2.59

0.12

0.68

0.17

0.19
0.26

2.13
2.14

3.85
4.45

2.38
2.49

4.05
5.74

0.12
0.12

1.47
1.96

0.25
0.35

0.32

2.18

5.57

2.58

6.56

0.13

2.99

0.40

0.42

2.21

7.73

2.71

7.39

0.12

5.02

0.50

0.49

2.25

9.71

2.82

7.90

0.13

6.89

0.57

0.54

2.29

11.70

2.92

8.13

0.13

8.78

0.63

assuming n = 1 is the simplest case assuming that a single relaxation time provides an adequate description. The magnitude
of induced polarization is given by the dispersion amplitude
Sj = εj  εj+1. In many cases, the dielectric spectra can be
adequately ﬁtted to two independent relaxation processes
ε^ðνÞ ¼ ε∞ þ

εs  ε2
ε2  ε∞
þ
1 þ i2πντ1
1 þ i2πντ2

ð3Þ

The results of a ﬁt assuming two independent relaxation
processes are given in Figure 6a, the ﬁtted parameters for different Xw values are summarized in Table 1. In an earlier study,
Garg et al.29 reported a slow relaxation process (of the order of 20
50 ps) in the concentration range of Xw = 0.2 to 0.8 in waterDx
mixtures. Recently, Schr€odle et al.30,31 have made extensive studies
on the dielectric relaxation of waterDx mixtures at low water and
low to moderate Dx concentration regions. Their results show a
maximum in the time constants of the Debye relaxation processes
(τ1 and τ2) as a function of Xw indicating cooperative relaxation
behavior of water clusters. Our study provides complementary information on the onset of the cooperative relaxation process in the
mixture and its manifestation in the structure and activity of water
molecules.
Bulk water shows two characteristic relaxation processes,44,61
one slow (τ1 ≈ 8 ps) arising from the cooperative relaxation of
the hydrogen bond network and another faster one (τ2 ≈ 0.1
0.4 ps)12,44,61 resulting possibly from the nonseparable contribution of the few free water molecules.63,64 In the investigated
frequency range, we are probing preferentially the slower processes. Therefore, we restrict our discussion to the change in τ1
only. From previous studies,31 it is known that neat Dx has no
signiﬁcant contribution at that time scale, so we probe here
mainly the water dynamics. As a result of the present study, we
ﬁnd that at very low water concentration the relaxation data can
be ﬁtted to two relaxation processes with time constants of ∼0.6
and ∼0.1 ps (Table 1). The deduced τ1 value obtained is
considerably decreased compared to that of bulk water.
Figure 6b summarizes the results of the dielectric relaxation
study. At low water concentration (Xw < 0.1), the τ1 values are
very small compared to that of bulk water and increase then from
0.6 to 2.5 ps. Since this mode of relaxation is mostly assigned to

the cooperative relaxation of the hydrogen bond network, the
low τ1 value indicates a lack of any cooperative network in the
mixtures as has also been evidenced in the FTIR and kinetics
study. At Xw g 0.1, τ1 increases very rapidly, and at moderately
high concentration of water (Xw = 0.54), the time scale approaches that of bulk water. This change shows a rapid onset of
the collective network motions similar to what was observed in a
previous study of solvated model peptides.65
The parameter S1 (S1 = εs  ε2) describes the amplitude of the
dielectric relaxation process with the slowest time constant (τ1),
as given in eq 3 in the article. τ1 describes the cooperative relaxation time of the hydrogen bond network. When the concentration of water increases, more water molecules contribute to
the hydrogen bond network. Thus, S1 increases with the number
of water molecules that participate in the hydrogen bond network. The plot showing S1 as a function of the concentration of
water (Figure 6b, inset) further supports the onset of a collective
hydrogen bonded network for Xw g 0.1.
The results of the present THz-TDS study are in agreement
with the results of a previous time-resolved ﬂuorescence study for
an identical system.26 There, a fast solvent relaxation is found at
low water concentration. At Xw = 0.2, an additional slow process
develops, which is attributed to the translational diﬀusion of
water molecules around the ﬂuoroprobe. The suggested growth
in the water cluster size with Xw has been reported before in an
earlier dynamic light scattering (DLS) study of the same
system.26 In light of that, we can conclude that with the growth
in the cluster size, the cooperative relaxation dynamics of water in
the mixtures increases gradually and reaches a value identical to
that of bulk water (Table 1).

’ CONCLUSIONS
Our present study combines three diﬀerent experimental
techniques with the primary objective to understand the evolution
of water network structure in waterDx mixtures. FTIR studies
were aimed to unravel the evolution of the hydrogen bond formation by the shift of OH bond frequencies. Our results show a
gradual increase of the collective hydrogen bonded network with
increasing Xw. As a result, we ﬁnd that the heteromolecular
(waterDx) hydrogen bond dominates in the water diluted
region in waterDx mixtures, and with the progressive addition
of water, bulk-like intermolecular three-dimensional hydrogen
bonded water network dynamics evolves beyond Xw = 0.1. Additional dielectric relaxation studies indicate changes in the
hydrogen bond relaxation dynamics. A ﬁt of a double Debye relaxation model to the results of THz-TD spectra revealed the lack
of cooperative water network dynamics for low water concentrations with a rapid onset of collective network motions beyond
Xw g 0.1: the relaxation time τ1 is found to be small at Xw < 0.1 and
increases rapidly for Xw g 0.1 and then approaches that of bulk
water. Weakly hydrogen bonded water molecules are expected to
show a fast Debye relaxation process (small τ1 values at low Xw), as
the cooperative hydrogen bonded network is formed, i.e., for high
Xw, τ1 is found to increase. At the same time, εs is increased, which is
attributed to water cluster formation. In the present study, FTIR
measurements at low water concentrations (Xw < 0.1) indicated a
negligible bulk water contribution in the mixture (Figures 2 and 3).
This correlates with a low polarity (low εs values; Table 1).
In the water diluted region, the rate constant of the solvolysis
of BzCl is observed to be very slow, and it increases rapidly at
Xw g 0.1, indicating a change in the reaction pathway as the

nucleophilic character of water changes in the mixtures. These
experimentally observed rapid changes in the water network
(dynamics) correlate directly with the experimentally observed
signiﬁcant increase of the reaction rate of the BzCl solvolysis
reaction in waterDx mixtures at Xw g 0.1. As evidenced from
earlier DLS measurements,26 the size of the water clusters in
Dx increases with increasing Xw due to the formation of a
collective hydrogen bonded network of water (as evidenced
from the present FTIR studies), which explains the observed
increase in the polarity of clustered water (increase in εs with
Xw; Table 1).
Solvolysis of BzCl is an essentially nucleophilic solvent
assisted reaction54 in which the CCl bond breakage and formation of acylium cation serves as the rate determining step
(RDS) (SN1 mechanism), or depending upon the environment, the nucleophilic attack of water can also act as the RDS
(SN2 mechanism). In a conﬁned and/or microheterogeneous
environment an intermediate mechanism takes place, and
either of the two proposed mechanisms or both may play
key roles depending upon the environmental condition.57
A discrete diﬀerentiation between the various mechanisms of
such substitution reaction is diﬃcult to establish due to the gradual nature of the transition between SN1 and SN2 mechanisms as
the ionic character of the transition state changes.58
The lower polarity due to cluster formation destabilizes both
the nucleofuge (Cl) and the intermediately formed acylium
cation, thereby disabling an SN1 pathway to follow. A similar
argument has previously been put forward for the BzCl solvolysis
reaction in AOT reverse micellar (RM) systems in which at low
water content the rate of reaction has been found to be low, and
SN1 mechanism was disfavored. However, an increased nucleophilicity of water inside small AOT RM droplets, resulting from
an increased bonding between the hydrogen atoms of interfacial
water molecules and AOT head groups,59 resulted in an increase
in the reaction rate. For increasing water content, the SN1 reaction
pathway is followed as it stabilizes the acylium cation intermediate as well as the leaving group (Cl). This, in turn, increases
the reaction rate rapidly as had also been observed in AOT RM
with increasing water content beyond w0 > 20 (w0 is the water/
surfactant mole ratio).57 In general, the observed reaction rate is a
balance between these two opposite eﬀects. Thus, any change in
the structure and dynamics of the water network can induce an
increase in the reaction rate. We state that, any stabilizing eﬀect
such as those caused by the formation of more rigid waterwater
hydrogen bonds and/or those by the change in polarity of the
water clusters due to cluster formation (increase of εs) will lead to
an increased solvolyis reaction rate.
In summary, our study shows a direct correlation between the
change in the structure and dynamics of water with increasing
water concentration and the reaction rate. The investigation of
the water1,4-dioxane system serves as a model system, which
shows the inﬂuence of hydration on the activity, demonstrating
the importance of the solvent for chemical reactivity.
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